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The seismic cone test is an in situ test used to  measure body 
wave  velocities in soils. Geotechnical parameters that may be 
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derived from the test include void ratio, small strain stiffness 
and Poisson's ratio. In addition, results from the seismic cone 
test allows judgement to  be made on the static and dynamic liq- 
uefaction potential of soils. The test makes use of a cone con- 
taining several geophones, which is hydraulically pushed into the 
soil under investigation. Seismic waves are generated a t  the sur- 
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the soil to  the cone is measured. The information is used to 
determine the velocities of different wave types in the material. 
This paper describes the seismic cone test. Field results are pre- 
sented and parameters that may be derived from the results are 
discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

S eismic tests measure the velocity at which 
elastic waves travel through soil. These 

wave velocities may be used to determine 
geotechnical properties of the material, such 
as void ratio, small strain stiffness and Pois- 
son's ratio. Few other methods exist to deter- 
mine these properties in the field and for 
cases where undisturbed samples cannot be 
t&n, seismic tests may be the on!y method 
to determine these parameters. In addition, 

four wave types in the material. Of these 
wave types, two are surface waves (Rayleigh 
and Love waves) that are propagated along 
the surface of the material, and two are body 
waves (campressiofi 2nd she.: T#~TJP,S) PIG">- 

YU 

gated within the semi-infinite medium. The 
seismic cone test measures shear and com- 
pression wave velocities only. 

Compression waves 
Compression waves are the fastest of the seis- 

seismic wave velocities may be used to predict mic waves. They are propagated as spherical 
the behaviour of the material during static fronts radiating from the seismic disturbance 
and dynamic loading. with the direction of particle motion being 

Seismic wave veiocity may be measured in the same as that of wave propagation. Com- 
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soljrce that generates waves and receivers to the soi! ske!eton and the pore wter, 2nd il? 
monitor the ground motion some distance water travel at a velocity of approximately 
away. The source and receivers may be placed 1 500 m/s (Clayton et a1 1995). Consequently, 
either at the surface or in the ground, giving for a saturated soil with a volumetric stiffness 
rise to different techniques. For up-hole, down- of the soil skeleton significantly less than that 
1 1  J ,--,. . . . . l . .  >. L,.. n01e ~ I I U  crun-IWIC III~IIWUS, [lie erlergy of water, the first-arriving compression waves 
scuxes and gecphcxes are insta!!ed in b m -  be prspagated b~ the nuid trax+ 
holes (Matthews et a1 1997). For seismic refrac- el at a velocity of approximately 1 500 m/s. 
tion and reflection surveys, both the source In unsaturated soils, however, the soil skele- 
and the receivers are at the ground surface ton will propagate the compression waves, 
(Clayton et a1 1995).This configuration is simi- and the wave velocity may bc faster than 
iar to that used for the continuous surface 1 50U m/s in a stiff medium and siower tnan 
wave (CSW) and spectral analysis of surface 1500 m/s in a soft medium. This benchmark 
wave (SASW) techniques (Heymann 2001). The velocity allows differentiation between com- 
seismic cone test is typically used in soft pression and shear waves that make up a sin- 
ground where the energy source is at the sur- gle wave trace. 
face and the geophones are installed inside a 
cone pushed into the ground. The cone is 
advanced in increments and the travel times of 
the waves between the surface and the geo- 
phones are measured at various cone depths. 

A seismic cone has been built at the Uni- 
versity of Pretoria and has been successfully 
implemented at a number of sites to deter- 
mine the geotechnical properties of the sub- 
surface materials. This paper describes the test 
nn..i,.mo.-.t .,.-.A tort t . r r n m A . r r o r  . r r n A  A . . r i n n  
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the fieldwork and shows typical results deter- 
mined from the field data. 

SEISMIC WAVES 

Shear waves 
Shear waves also radiate from the seismic 
source as spherical fronts, but are transverse 
waves, with the direction of particle motion 
perpendicular to the direction of wave propa- 
gation. Particle motion may therefore have 
components parallel and perpendicular to the 
ground surface. Shear waves can only be 
propagated hy the soil skeleton and not hy 
the pore water on account of the negligible 
shear stiffness of water. As a result, shear 
waves are typically significantly slower than 
compression waves, particularly in a soft 
medium. In a very stiff medium, however, the 
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Figure 1 Layout of the seismic cone penetration 
tests 

a1 1995). In addition, shear waves have 
the attribute of being 'reversible'. This 
means that if the polarity of the seismic 
event is reversed, the phase angle of the 
shear waves will change by 180 degrees. 

THE SEISMIC CONE 
TEST 
Various sources are used to generate the 
seismic event at or near the ground sur- 
face. These include hammers and explo- 
sives, The source shoC!d be 
produce a seismic event rich in the partic- 
ular wave of interest (either shear or com- 
pression waves), and it is advantageous if 
the polarisation of the shear wave can be 
reversed. This significantly increases the 
cofifi&::ce with ;vhic!: a wave can 
be identified in a recorded trace that con- 
tains different wave types. 

Figure 1 shows the arrangement of 
the seismic cone test. The seismic source 
consists of an anvii in ihe form oi a 
wooden sleeper tied to the ground by an 
auger-type anchor. ?'he sleeper is pnri- 
tioned as close as possible to the position 
of the hole, without interfering with the 
hydraulic probe rig. Hitting the sleeper 
with a heavy hammer generates the seis- 
mic energy. A seismic event rich in com- 
pression waves may he produced by hit- 
ting the sleeper vertically downwards. In 
contrast, seismic events dominated by 
shear waves may be generated by hitting 

the sleeper horizontally 
from the side, and shear 
waves with reverse polarity, 
by hitting the sleeper from 
the opposite side. 

The 15 cm2 seismic 
cone contains four geo- 
phones positioned at two 
levels inside the cone - 
three near the top of the 
cone and one near the bot- 
tom at a distance of one 
metre below the top 
phones. One of the top geo- 
phofics is p!acd vei:ica!!y, 
and two are positioned hori- 
zontally, orientated perpen- 
dicular to one another. The 
bottom geophone is placed 
horizontaiiy and paraiiei to 
one of the top geophones. 
The orientation of the verti- 
cal geophone maximises its 
sensitivity to detect con-  
pression waves, as the direc- 
tion and particle motion of 
compression waves are near 
vertical for the test arrange- 
ment shown in figure 1. The 
three horizontal geophones 
are orientated to maximise 
their sensitivity to shear 
waves for which the particle 
motion is parallel to the 
ground surface. 

The outputs from all 
four geophoncs are ampli- 
fied by a set of eight ampli- 
l.--" -..:LL A liua W I U I  a leapwise L ~ I I I ~  of 

2 ps/volt. The fast response time is 
required in order to minimise signal 
delay. Each geophone output is amplified 
both ten and one hundred times and the 
information is recorded in digital format 
L. ^L^ -L. _..~l.. uy a data acquisiiiu~~ sysiul~. lue mulrl- 
plexed system records the seismic event 
at a frequency of 333 kHz. 

The ten and one hundred times dual 
amplification of each channel allows the 
most suitable trace to be used for analysis. 
At shallow depths the seismic energy 
rexhing the geophones may be suffi- 
ciently large to saturate the channel 
amplified one hundred times, leading to 
clipping of the signal. In such instances 
the data amplified ten times will be more 
suitable for analysis. 

A,, e u t e r n > 1  "pm,l l r l .>o  i c  fivorl t r ,  t1 .u  
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sleeper at the ground surface to record 
the start time of the seismic event and 
initiate data logging. Once the data acqui- 
sition system is armed, data is streamed 
io a continuous buffer. Hitting the sieeper 
generates an output from the external 
geophone that triggers the logging event 
A pre-triggering facility is used to capture 
data from before the seismic event up to 
a specified time period after the seismic 
event. Tnis period shouid be suiiicientiy 
long to capture the entire wave trace of 
interest. 

Prior to insertion, the seismic cone is 
orientated such that two horizontal geo- 
phones are positioned parallel to the 

direction of the wooden sleeper. This 
ensures maximum sensitivity of these 
geophoncs to the shear wave event gener- 
ated hy sideway b!ows to the s!eeper. The 
third horizontal geophone is perpendicu- 
lar to these two geophones, and if the 
cone rotates about the vertical axis during 
penetration, it will have an orientation 
sensitive to shear wave events, ensuring 
high output regardless of cone orienta- 
tion. 

The cone is pushed into the ground 
in increments of one metre. After pene- 
trating a metre the probe rig motor is 
shut down and three tests are performed 
- one with a hammer blow vertically 
dowr? or?to the s!eeper 2nd two with 
hammer blows horizontally on opposite 
sides of the sleeper. For each test the 
response of the geophones is digitally 
recorded. Penetration of the seismic cone 
is continued until the required depth is 
reached or refusal of the cone occurs. 

SEISMIC WAVE 
VELOCITY MEASURE- 
!WENT 

The first objective of wave trace analysis 
is to differentiate between compression 
wave and shear wave first arrivals at the 
geophones. Compression and shear wave 
events may be distinguished by consider- 
ing the following aspects: 

In soft, saturated soils compression 
waves travel faster than shear 
wzve?: the c=mp:essicfi .vva\~es t:av~e! 

at approximately 1 500 m/s and 
shear waves typically between 
100 m/s and 300 m/s. 
The polarisation of shear waves is 
reversible, whereas compression 
....... r-r "̂--,.c L^ -^-.^"^A v v a v c a  CalllluL uc ICVCISC~.  
The amplitude of a particular wave 
type will depend on the dominant 
wave type produced by the seismic 
source. 
The frequency response of a com- 
pression wave is typically much 
higher thax that of a shear wave 
(Clayton et a1 1995). However, the 
frequency response depends not 
only on the wave type but also on 
the physical properties of the cone, 
in particular its inertia. 

Figure 2 shows a typical shear wave trace 
and the reversal. For the first trace the 
wooden sleeper was hit from the one 
side. The first arrival of the shear wave 
event can be identified at 14 milliseconds 
after the time of impact. For the second 
+F,,, +hn ,-A,, ...,, ;, eh ,,,, ---:c:-- 
UULL ULL LVIK waJ 111 L L L ~  J ~ I U C .  ~ J I I I U I I ,  
but the sleeper was impacted from the 
opposite side. Clearly the time history 
recorded by the geophone was similar for 
both events, but the polarity of the 
response was reversed. 

inaccuracies in determining seismic 
wave velocity during field measurements 
may arise from a numher of causes 
(Matthews et a1 2000). These include: 
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Figure 2 Reversal of a shear wave trace 
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Figure 3 Shear wave arrival at the top and bottom geophones 

seiecting the wrong shear or com- 
pression wave event through misin- 
terpretation 
masking the onset of a wave event 
by background noise 
timing errors when triggering the 
iogging device 
poor time resolution of the meas- 
ured data 
uncertainties in the wave path 
length. 

Selecting the wrong shear or compression ............. &l.*,...-L ...:..:-*n-..+n+-+:,.- wavc cvcui L I I I U U ~ I I  Ii~~>Iti~cip~cLa~IuII 

could lead to large errors in determining 
the shear or compression wave velocity. 
Such errors are generally easy to detect. 
The other causes of inaccuracies will 
result in less significant errors in the 

....... -...,--:L:*" "-2 ... ,.c**- 
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more difficult to detect, but good field 
and interpretation techniques may readi- 
ly overcome these difficulties. Some of 

iecilniyues are disciisse,-J Gelow, 

Trigger timing errors are systematic 
errors that occur when a disparity exists 
between the moment taken as zero time 
and the initiation of the seismic event. 
Systems utilising a switch mechanism to 
activate the  iogging sysie~ii are particiiiar- 
ly prone to trigger timing errors. It is 
often difficult to judge whether measure- 
ments contain trigger timing errors, but 
techniques exist by which trigger timing 
errors may be minimised. These include 
pre-triggering and dual receivers. 

P:e.t:iggering =tiEses a data buffer 

that records data prior to the seismic 
event and thus allows data to be stored 
prior to the seismic event. The onset of 
the seismic event can then be identified 
from the captured data and no reliance is 
-. .An r. rrrri+rk +n nr+.,hlirh vorr\ timn ulauc u11 a JVVIILU LU LJLLIUIIJII LLIV LULJL. 

A logging system with a pre-trigger facili- 
ty greatly reduces the likelihood of trigger 
timing errors. 

A two-level seismic cone having a 
dual geophone configuration (see figure 
l), where two geophones detect the same 
seismic event but are placed some dis- 
tance apart, may be used to eliminate the 
effect of trigger timing errors. As the wave 
wiii arrive at the top geophone some time 
before it reaches the bottom one, the 
travel time between the geophones may 
be used in conjunction with the ray path 
length to determine the wave velocity. 
Any trigger timing error will be excluded 
from the measurement. Figure 3 shows 
the response of two horizontal geophones 
fcr the same seismic event. !t rr.q be 
observed that a time offset of approxi- 
mately 7 milliseconds exists between the 
geophones, representing the travel time 
of the shear wave between the two geo- 
phones one metre apart. 

Field results 
Figure 4 shows typical shear wave veloci- 
ty traces recorded for a single hole at 
increasing depths in a gold tailings dam. 
The figure shows consistency in the time 
history of the wave events occurring at 
each depth. From the data the average 
wave velocity of a profile may be meas- 
ured, as well as the wave velocity at a par- 
ticular depth in the profile. The average 
wave velocity is measured using the time 
required for the wave to travel from the 
source to the cone, taking the distance 
between the source and the geophone as 
the ray path length. 

The wave velocity 'at depth' may also 
L-  d-L..--:-..A L-. ..-:-,. .... L+-"-&:,... uc ucinuullru uy uaul6 a  auurlaLuuu 

technique, whereby the travel time to a 
particular depth is subtracted from the 
;ravel time to another depth and the 
assumption is made that the difference in 
travel times represents the travel time 
,..L ...... AL --... >---L- T T  ......... LL:.. vtxwetm we ~ w u  u c p i ~ ~ s .  nuwcvc~, LIUS 

technique, is susceptible to trigger timing 
errors. To determine the wave velocity at a 
certain depth in the profile using a two- 
level dual seismic cone, the cone is 
advanced to the depth in question and 
the travel time of the wave between the 
t ~ p  and the h ~ t t ~ r n  g e ~ p h x e s  is meas- 
ured for the same wave event by compar- 
ing the response of the two geophones 
(see figure 3). The time difference of the 
first arrivals may be used to determine the 
travel time. However, determining the 
-.,--c +:...A -C ~.,,-h Grr+ .rrrirrnl ir r\ftn-. Aif 
C A ~ L L  LIULC u1 caul ULJL alllval LJ ulrul uu- 

ficult as 'lift-off' of the trace that signifies 
the first arrival is often not well defined 
More precise methods to determine the 
time &set between the two geophones 
include the comparison of the iirst rever- 
sals as well as the cross-correlation tech- 
n i p e  (Baziw ?993), which compares the 
time history of both complete traces. A 
typical profile of shear wave velocity with 
depth is shown in figure 5 using cross-cor- 
relation. Four tests were conducted at 
each depth, as recorded by the two hori- 
zanta! geephmes h: each of the t.8~ her- 
izontal blows. Figure 5 shows the average 
and range of the four tests at each depth. 

A number of workers have demon- 
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strated that the seismic cone test provides 
wave velocities similar to those measured 
by other methods such as cross-hole and 
surface wave methods (see for example 
Campanella et a1 1986 and Eidsmoen et a1 . - A F ,  lrm).  Butcher and Poweii ji996j demon- 
strated for anisotropic soil that, as expect- 
ed, differences in wave velocities may 
occur between methods if waves with dif- 
ferent direction of propagation or differ- 
ent direction of particle motion are 
employed. 

ENGINEERING PARA- 
METERS FROM THE 
SEISMIC CONE TEST 
Field seismic tests require no sampling of 
the soil and material parameters are 
determined at in situ conditions. These 
tests are therefore well suited to measure 
the properties of materials that are semi- 
tive to sampling disturbance. In engineer- 
ing practice, seismic wave velocities may 
be used both as a direct and an indirect 
method to obtain information of vaiue to 
the engineer. These include: 

applying empirical relationships 
between wave velocity and an engi- 
neering parameter of interest such 
as void ratio 
using theoretical relationships 
hetween wave velocity and elastic 
parameters such as stiffness and 
Poisson's ratio 
measuring the dynamic properties 
of tne soii when investigating a 
dynamic soil-structure interaction 
problem such as a foundation sub- 
jected to vibrations (Richart et a1 
1970) 
using observed fleld performance to 
judge the susceptibility of soils for 
dynamic :iqiiefaction jAnilfis Q 
Stokoe 2000) or static !iqfiefaction 
(Robertson et a1 1995 and Papageor- 
giou et a1 1999) 

Exampies of using theoreticai and empiri- 
- - l  ....l..L:---L:-- L- -LA..:- :-- cal Irlauullslup iu uuialll C I I ~ I I I C C L I I I ~  

parameters are discussed below. 

Void ratio 
Hardin and Drnevich (1972) used the 
resonant column to investigate the rela- 
tionship hetween shear wave velocity 
and numerous soil parameters for a wide 
range of soils including sands, silts and 
clays. They found that shear wave veloc- 
ity was higniy dependent on the void 
ratio and mean effective stress c;f :he soil 
but less influenced by factors such as 
degree of saturation, over-consolidation 
ratio, shear stress level, thixotropy, soil 
structure, as well as the grain size, shape, 
gradation and mineralogy. From these 
findings it follows that if the influence 
of stress can be accounted for by nor- 
malisation, then a direct relationship 
should exist between void ratio and 
shear wave velocity. Robertson and Fear 
(lY95) used empiricai data for a number 

of sands and suggested that the 
void ratio of sand may be esti- 
mated from the normalised wave 
velocity using the linear rela- 
tionship: 

Where: 

V,, = normalised shear 
wave velocity (V,, = 
Vs(Palo'vo)0.25) 

"S = shear wave ve!odty 
p, = atmospheric pressure 
o', = vertical effective 

stress 
e = void ratio 
KO = coefficient of earth 

pressure at rest 
A and B = material constants in 

m/s 

Robertson et a1 (1995) suggested 
values of 381 m/s for A and 259 
m19 fnr R tn ho jlppr~priatp f ~ ) r  
A.., ..,. U .., U. - 
Ottawa sand. These values in 
association with equation 1 are 
superimposed on the measured 
data for a number of sands 
siiowii iii figure 6. it indicates 

Time (S) 

that for a K, of 1,0, equation 1 L 
gives a reasonable estimation of Figure 4 Typical shear wave trace profile for a 

void ratio for all the sand types gold tailings dam 

using the suggested values f i r  
and B for void ratios less than 
0,9. However, it becomes unreli- 
phlo fnr ~ i n i r l  n t i n c  in o v r o c c  nf 
U"... I". ."l" L U L I V L I  1.1 LALLLI1. V. 

0,9, and clearly a non-linear rela- 
tionship between normalised 
shear wave velocity and void 
ratio may be more appropriate. 

. r  nardin and Drnevich (1972) 
did not investigate the effect of 
interparticle bonding or cementa- 
tion on shear wave velocity. 
However, Stokoe et a1 (1995) 
observed an increase in shear 
wave velocity with age. Also, cur- 
:ent state-&-the-a:t meth~ds t= 
quantify dynamic liquefaction 
potential, using shear wave veloc- 
ity, recognise the effect of inter- 
particle bonding on shear wave 
veiocity (Andrus & Stokoe 2000j. 
Further research is required to 
quantify the effect of bonding on 
shear wave velocity, and the rela- 
tionship shown in equation 1 
should therefore be regarded as 
applicable for uncemented sands 
--l., "luy. 

Figure 7 h o w  the void ratio 
profile calculated using equation 
1 for the gold tailings dam for 
which the wave velocities were 

Shear wave velocity (rnls) 

0 50 100 150 200 25C 

~ r e s e ~ l t e d  ill figure 5. it IllaY be Figure 5 Typical shear wave velocity profile 
observed that the void ratio for a gold tailings dam 
ranges between approximately 
0,6 and 0,8 and that some reduction of dams, because it is difficult to obtain 
void ratio is evident with depth. Direct undisturbed samples from below the 
comparison of field void ratio and field water table. However, one undisturbed 
shear wave velocity are particularly diffi- block sample was taken from the daywall 
c~:t for hydiau:ica::y p;aced ;ai:iiigs of the tailiiigs daiii. The iiiateiia! was 



highly layered, as is typical for hydrauli- 
cally placed tailings, and the void ratio of 
four individually cut specimens ranged 
between 0,65 and 0,77. This compares 
well with the void ratios shown in figure 
7 giving confidence in using the seismic 
cone to determine void ratio of young 
uncemented geomaterials. 

Soil stiffness 
It can be shown from elasticity theory 
that the shear stiffness (G,) of a homoge- 
neous, isotropic linear elastic continuum 
may be expressed in terms of its mass 
density (p) and the velocity at which ... c h o 3 -  .......C (11 \ -,.-*-""+-A +h..-..-h 
J1ILU1 I I U V L J  \ Y U l C  p I U p 5 U L C U  L l l l U U 5 l l  

the medium: 

in addition, the constrained stiffness at 
very small strain (M,) may be determined 
from the compression wave velocity (V,,) 
and mass density of the material (p) as: 

M,, = pVP2 (3) 

From the shear and constrained stiffness, 
other elastic parameters such as Young's 
modulus (E,) and volumetric stiffness (K) 
may be determined: 

and: 

Where: v is the Poisson's rltio 

It should be noted that the stiffnesses 
shown in equations 2 to 5 are only 
appropriate under small strain conditions. 
Such conditions often occur during 
dynamic loading from vibrating 
machines, transportation and construc- 
tion equipment, wave action etc. Howev- 
er, for static loading conditions the stiff- 
ness depends on the strain level of the 
soil. Figure 8 shows a schematic represen- 
tation of the stiffness degradation of a 
soil as it is sheared (Mair 1993). The fig- 
ure show that for soil the stiffness at 
small strains (G,) is higher than the stiff- 
ness required for design of statically 
loaded structures. Clayton and Heymann 
(2.001) p:eser,ted data te  demextrate that 
geomaterials with widely differing stiff- 
nesses, ranging from soft clay to weak 
rock, all have a linear stress-strain 
response up to a strain level of approxi- 
~naieiy 9,992 %. Tney aiso showed that 
the rate d stifhess depdat ior ,  is simi!ar 
for materials with varying stiffness. The 
operational stiffness at 0,01 (h strain typi- 
cally varies from 80 %I to 95 o/o of the 
maximum stiffness, and from 35 'h to 55 
?b at O , i  %) strain. Therefore, stiffnesses 
determined using seismic wave velocity, 
when used in conjunction with the stiff- 
ness degradation characteristics, provide 

valuable information to 1 the design engineer. In 
fact, a number of authors 
have demonstrated that if 
soil stiffness is measured 
accurately, the displace- 
ment of structures may be 
predicted with a high 
degree of certainty (Jardim 
et a1 1991, and Mayne 
2000). 

Poisson's ratio 
Poisson's ratio is defined as 
the ratio of strain perpen- 
,4:,-..1.... .- *L.- l,."A:-- ulculal LU LLIC luaulll5 

direction to strain para!!e! 
to the loading direction. 
When considering Pois- 
son's ratio for a soil it is 
useh~i to distinguish 
between drained and 
undrained Poisson's ratio. 
If a fully saturated soil, 
specimen undergoes distor- 
tion without water being 
allowed to enter or leave 
the specimen, the material 

r Oifara Sand (lines = 5%) 1,:. ,, ,.., ,., ,. 
Ottawa Sand (Fines = 7,SU%,) 

- -! - Ottawa Sand (Fines = 10%) 1 
KO = 0,4 (Eq l )  

-KO = 1,O (Eq l )  

is said to be loaded under Figure 6 Relationship between normalised shear 
undrained conditions. For wave velocity and void ratio for a number of sands 
such conditions the vol- (from Robertson & Fear 7995) 
ume of the specimen 
remains constant, and by 
definition the Poisson's 
ratio is 0,s. Whether 
undrained conditions will 
occur in practice depends 
on the loading rate relative 
to the time required for 
....... L -  A:. exceu pure prtxure to u15- 

sipate. !R practice, 
undrained conditions 
often occur in clays under 
engineering loading, but 
rarely occur in sands as 
excess pore pressures gen- 
erally dissipate quickly. 
Undrained conditions may 
however, occur in sands 
during dynamic loading 
such as earthquake events 
or seismic field tests. 

The small strain Pois- 
son's ratio of soil may be 
determined from seismic 
field tests if both the shear 
wave and compression 
wave velocity are meas- .. ..nA En,3n+<n.. L Ch, , . .70  
UILU. L I Y U L I L I U I I  V J I I U V V J  

the relationship between 
Poisson's ratio and the 
shear and compression 
wave velocities (Abbiss 

Finr~re 7 Ty3jc.j \mid r;l+k pmf& f g y  tsi!!~g= . 
dam 

Fru111 equdiiun 6 it is ciear thdi for soii 
c ~ ~ h i o r t ~ A  tn , ~ n A v > i n n A  r - n n r i i t ~ n n c  T I T ~ P T P  
*U" r r r r u  L" u..u.u...Lu rv..u.r.u...,, .....L. 

the compression wave velocity is signifi- 
(6)  cantly in excess of the shear wave veloci- 

ty, the Poisson's ratlo will approach the 
expected value of 0,5. 
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(ed), R D Mindlin and applied mechanics. New 
York: Pergarnon Press, pp 105-147. Limit of linear 

behaviour 

I I--- -1-1 Retaining walls 
l \  

I Foundations 

1-1 Tunnels 

Shear strain (%) 
I 

Figure 8 Shear stiffness reduction with strain (Mair 1993) 

The seismic cone is used to measure the in 
situ shear and compression wave veloci- 
ties in soils. These wave velocities may be 
used to obtain valuable information 
regarding the behaviour of the soil. Per- 
haps one of the greatest advantages of the 
seismic cone is that it allows measurement 
of soil parameters, such as void ratio on 
undisturbed material at the in situ stress 
ccn&ticr,. !fi the ->c+ 

A'*--+ ---c**-- 
YUaL, U I I L L C  IULUJU1L- 

ment of these parameters in materials sen- 
sitive to sampling disturbance has proved 
to be difficult, if not impossible. Field data 
was presented to show the void ratio pro- 
file for a gold tailings dam. The void ratio 
2s deter~.ined with the seismic cone corn- 
pared well with that of undisturbed sam- 
ples taken from the daywall of the same 
dam. The ability to measure in situ void 
ratio of mine tailings in the field, below 
the water table, using the seismic cone is 
ar, exciti3.g deveIopmen:, as few other 
techniques exist to determine the void 
ratio under these conditions. 

Wave velocity measurement may also 
be used in conjunction with elasticity 
theory to determine small strain material 
stifffiess and Poisson's ;a:io. Stiffixss 
determined from wave velocity measure- 
ments may be used directly in cases 
where small strains occur, such as for 
foundations subjected to vibrations. At 
higher strain levels, if stiffness degrada- 
+;A- +..l,,,.. 2-4- ..,.,.-..- 6 +L,. -*:cc ---- 
L I I > 1 1  1J La-CII L l l l U  dCCULll lL,  Ll lC SLI1111CSS 

appropriate for engineering desigr? m":' 

be derived. In addition, judgement on the 
susceptibility for static or dynamic lique- 
faction of soils may be made from wave 
veiocities measured by the seismic cone. 

The seismic coiie is an ejtciiiiig devei- 
opzent  that pravides 2 v~!G&!P tm! fnr 

n...,,-+<c<-" n-":-""-o - -A :+" ..o- -m-.  1-..A 
~ L U L L I J J J L ~  C ~ I ~ L C F I J  n l l u  l r a  uac luay  l c a u  

to improved and more cost-effective 
design for a wide variety of engineering 
structures. 

The author wishes to thank Professor G A Jones 
for reviewing the original manuscript and mak- 
ing many constructive suggestions. 
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